
You Said – We Replied 

 

PATIENTS’ FORUM FEEDBACK 
The Patients Forum share feedback from comments in the boxes and other correspondence from patients at the two 
surgeries with the Practice manager and doctors at each bi-monthly meeting . Each comment or suggestion is 
carefully assessed and individually responded to where contact details have been supplied. 

Examples of actions taken from such feedback in the last few months are: 

PF = Patients Forum       CH = Charles Hicks          RG = Roman Gate    GP = General Practitioner (Doctor) 
 

 Comment Response 

GENERAL   

 The systm1 website is very complex – 
in particular the need to go through 
prescriptions to make an appointment.  

The PF will be placing information 
sheets in the surgeries on “Using 
Systmonline – a Guide for Patients” 
and “Managing Prescriptions with 
Systmonline”. 

 Please answer the phone.  You can be 
1 hour getting an answer in the 
morning, and when you do answer, 
there is no appointment available. 

This is a long-term problem with 
demand for appointments 
outstripping supply.  Booking online 
would ease the issue. The staff are 
unable to answer the phone as they 
are either on the phone talking to 
other patients, or they are at 
reception dealing with the queue of 
patients wanting same-day or future  
appointments. 

 The surgery at Roman Gate needs a 
makeover. 

With the tremendous cuts that the 
practice is forced to make, there is no 
money available for a makeover.  
Members of the PF thought the RG 
practice was in good order and did 
not need refurbishment. 

 Further requests from both practices for 
greater privacy when speaking to 
receptionists.  

Both surgeries have notices on the 
door at the side of reception pointing 
out that private conversations can be 
held within the space behind the 
door.  However, it was felt that the 
notices were too small for people to 
read from a distance and they will 
therefore be enlarged. The notices 
are now larger. 

 A request for more same day 
appointments 

The complexity of the system of 
appointments allows for only a 
certain number of same day 



appointments.  

 A request for late evening 
appointments. 

The practice now stays open late on 
alternate Monday and Thursday 
evenings at the Charles Hicks Centre 
and at Roman Gate. (1.30 to 8.15pm). 

 There was praise for the new staff 
uniforms 

Received with thanks 

 Suggestions for changes to the 
Christmas Hampers.  The contents 
should be healthier and more up-to-
date.  

This has been taken on board by the 
Patients Forum. The contents were 
updated at Christmas 2017  

ROMAN GATE   

 
 
 

The front door to the surgery is difficult 
to open.  

 This has been improved. 

 A patient expressed disappointment that   
the Practice had not informed patients 
that a doctor was leaving. 

The doctor himself had requested 
that this would not be made public 
before his departure.  

 A request to have appointments on 
time.  

If a GP is running late this is because 
doctors may have to spend longer 
with some patients. The patient 
check-in tells you how many people 
are in front of your appointment.  
This comment will be discussed with 
the reception manager and the 
reception team to see how this can 
be monitored. 

  A request for more privacy when 
patients are discussing issues with the 
receptionist 

If patients require more privacy, they 
should go to the side window which 
is through the door at the right-hand 
side of reception at Roman Gate. 

  A request for urine bottles for samples 
to be put in the toilet so that patients 
can collect them easily without 
disturbing reception 

There are 2 different types of 
specimen bottles, and there is limited 
stock, therefore there has to be 
supervision of the handing out of 
these to patients 

  A complaint that the car park is too 
dark.  

The lighting has been improved. 

  A patient complained that she had 
asked over the phone to see a GP and 
when she arrived for her appointment 
she was booked in to see a nurse. She 
thought she should have been told 
about this before the appointment. 

It was agreed that patients should be 
told which health professional they 
have been booked in to see, and that 
if there is a change before the 
appointment, the patient should be 
told. 

  Praise was given for the text message 
reminder for appointments. 

This was received with thanks. 

  There was praise for the confidentiality 
aspect of the new check-in screen. 

This was received with thanks. 

  An objection from a patient to being 
called ‘poppet’ over the phone.  It was 
thought to be undignified. 

Reception staff have been told not to 
use such terms when speaking to 
patients. 

  There was praise for the reception staff. This was received with thanks. 

 A request for the music to either be 
changed or stopped. 

The music has already been changed.   

  There was praise for the addition of 
classical music.  

This was received with thanks. 

 Where there is an automated hold on 
the phone, users should be told that 
they are on hold so that they are not cut 
off or lost. 

This was thought to be a good idea 
and would be looked into.   

  A further complaint that the answer 
machine goes silent for a long while 
which is very upsetting for an elderly 
patient. 

The practice manager said there is 
now a beep every so often.  However 
she will look into putting in a buzzer 
which will be louder. 

  The staff are very friendly and helpful. This was received with thanks. 

  We should not have a touch screen as it 
can spread germs. 

Hand gel is always left on the counter 
for people who don’t like touching the 
screen. 

  A request for Hinchingbrooke maternity Hinchingbrooke maternity services 



services and ‘the Rosie’ to be 
recommended by staff and for the 
photos of nurses to be put up in the 
surgery. 
 

are already recommended by practice 
staff.  There is too great a turnover of 
nurses to put their photos up.  

  A request for more privacy when 
patients are discussing issues with the 
receptionist 
 
 

If patients require more privacy when 
talking to the receptionist, they 
should go to the side window which 
is through the door at the right-hand 
side of reception 

  A complaint that the radio is often too 
loud, which makes it difficult to hear the 
tannoy. 
 
 

The volume has to be reasonably 
loud for patient confidentiality, as 
there is only a glass screen between 
the office staff and the patients. 

 A complaint about staff being rude or 
abrupt and a suggestion that reception 
staff should be friendlier and more 
“smiley”.  

The Practice Manager says that if 
patients feel that customer service 
has fallen below the standard to 
which the practice strives to achieve, 
they should inform a member of the 
management team of their patient 
experience, so that the practice can 
continue to make improvements. This 
contact can be via the receptionist or 
on the phone: the patient will not be 
obliged to say what he or she wishes 
to say.  
 
This topic will be brought up at the 
next staff meeting (October 2016) 

 Positive comments about reception staff 
include: 
Reception staff are very smart and 
helpful 
The receptionist on the phone was more 
than helpful and patient.  A great 
service. 
The receptionist was very friendly, 
upbeat and helpful – just what anxious 
patients need.  

This is received with thanks.  

 Can we please have online 
appointments for children.  It’s so much 
easier than trying to get through on the 
phone.  

Book in your own name and say it is 
for a child.  
 
March 2017 

 Chairs with arms are needed to help 
older patients to get up and out of the 
chair.  

The chairs with arms appear to have 
been moved to the lobby area.  They 
will be returned to the reception area.    

 A suggestion that there should be 
somewhere to lock a bike where it can 
be secure. 

At RG the cycle area is in front of the 
surgery.  

 The private and confidential area should 
be made more private as you can still 
hear all the conversations in the waiting 
room. 

In the waiting room, patients will be 
talking at a normal level.  However in 
the private area you will be talking 
quietly and it is unlikely that you will 
be heard.   

 Air is needed in the RG waiting room, 
especially as some people will be 
feeling unwell. 

Please ask the receptionist to open 
the window. 
April 2017 

 Could we get some fresh air ventilation 
in the waiting room?  I am sure that the 
stale air is bad for everyone’s health – 
staff and patients.  

See above. 

 A complaint that a receptionist was 
chewing gum.  

The reception team have been 
reminded that they are not to eat 
whilst on the front desk.  

 Please can more staff be put on 
reception at 8.30. 
 

Unfortunately whilst the practice is 
short-staffed, it is not possible to do 
this.  The admin team help with 
answering the telephones in the 
morning. 



 Can we please have a small table and 
chair to use for filling in forms, as 
receptionists will not let patients use the 
counter. 
 

When there is a queue at the desk, it 
is unfortunate that there is not 
enough space to deal with patients, 
and to have patients completing 
forms on the counter. The practice 
will look at purchasing some 
clipboards to use for form filling. 
 

 
 

I tried to book an appointment with my 
doctor to discuss results but was told 
that he was away and would not be 
back for 3 days.  I later discovered that I 
could have asked for another doctor but 
was not told this at the time. 
 

Please ask to see another doctor if 
the doctor seen originally is not 
available. All patients can be seen by 
any doctor in the practice as they all 
have access to your medical record. 
Some patients like to see the same 
GP; however we would always 
encourage you to book the first 
available appointment with any 
doctor if you are particularly worried 
about an issue.   

 Two patients asked for a 
pamphlet/leaflet about how to cope with 
a death at home.  

 If there is a sudden death you should 
dial 999; if there is an expected death 
dial 111.  There is a booklet from 
HMSO on this subject.  Lisa Harrison, 
one of the Practice Managers will 
look into it.  
 
More leaflets have now been ordered. 
May 2017 
 

 Please can we have an adjustable chair 
for the BP machine. 

The Patients Forum is looking into 
this.  May 2017 

 High-seated chairs up and downstairs 
would help patients with hip needs to 
wait comfortably.  

Lisa Harrison, Practice Manager, is 
looking into this.  
May 2017 

 The BP machine is very uncomfortable 
to use.  I am surprised that any 
meaningful readings are obtained.  An 
adjustable chair would help.  

See above.  
 
 
  

 A proper adjustable chair for the blood 
pressure machine is needed. 

See above.  

 The new BP machine in the waiting 
area is a vast improvement. 

We are pleased to hear this.  
 

   

 I DO NOT like the blood pressure 
machine.  It puts my reading up.  One 
size machine does not fit all. Please 
take my blood pressure for me. 

We are sorry that the BP machine 
does not suit you.  Please make an 
appointment for your blood pressure 
to be taken by a member of staff. 

 The chair supplied for the BP machine 
is no good as it’s the wrong height even 
though it can be adjusted. 

See below. 

 The BP machine failed its acceptance 
test.  It is not easy to work out (i) if it 
measures BP (ii) where the 
measurement will be taken – upper arm 
or wrist.  (iii) I have to lean forward to 
get my arm in, then my back is forward 
and I cannot rest it on the back of the 
chair as requested.  Also the diagram 
on the walls show the patient with a 
straight back, but the chair has no back 
so the diagram is at odds with the text.  
I recommend that as a minimum you 
need an adjustable (up/down) chair.  

We suggest that you ask a member of 
staff to help you with the machine.  
 
There are now 2 chairs available: a 
high back chair and an adjustable 
stool, paid for by the Patients Forum.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
June 2017 

 On the letter requesting blood pressure 
checks, please tell patients to hand the 
printouts to reception.  I suggest you 
also advise them to wait a few minutes 
between readings 
 

.  

There is a notice in the blood 
pressure booth which says “Remove 
the printed slip which now shows 
your blood pressure and pulse rate.  
Take this with you to your Doctor or 
Nurse appointment.” 



 The chair supplied for the BP machine 
is no good as it’s the wrong height, even 
though it can be adjusted.  A proper 
adjustable chair is needed for the blood 
pressure machine. 

There are 2 different chairs available 
in the booth.  If you are 
uncomfortable on both chairs, your 
discomfort will only last for 45 
seconds. The notice on the wall tells 
you to sit upright.  
 
 

 A complaint about a receptionist giving 
out results over the phone.   

Receptionists are not medically 
trained and will only pass on to the 
patient the comments or messages 
the doctor has asked them to pass 
on, following their review of the 
results.  If you are worried about 
results you should phone after 2pm 
and ask to speak to the duty doctor 
so that you can discuss your results.  

 A complaint has been received about 
the new phone system. A patient tried to 
get through twice and was left waiting 
for nearly 30 minutes when she 
eventually got through, and was then 
told she was ninth in the queue 

The Practice Manager has asked if 
anybody has had any problems they 
should contact reception with the 
date and time of the call, together 
with the number they were phoning 
from.  This can then be traced back to 
identify the problem.  
September 2017 

   

 Please provide appointments for oldies 
who do not use email. 

There are pre-bookable appointments 
released on a daily needs basis 
which you can request over the 
phone.   

 Booking appointments ahead seems 
often to be problematic.  Booking on the 
day is very hard as no-one answers the 
phone until 10.30ish, by which time all 
appointments are full.  OLD PEOPLE 
OFTEN DON’T USE THE INTERNET!  
Unless we walk to the surgery to join 
the queue at 8.30, regardless of how 
poorly we are, or how bad the weather 
is, we won’t get an appointment.   

If you are having difficulty in getting 
appointments, telephone the surgery 
and ask to speak to a member of the 
management team.   

 High-seated chairs up and downstairs 
would help patients with hip needs to 
wait comfortably.   
 
Please can we have a high-seated chair 
for the BP machines 

Lisa Harrison, one of the Practice 
Managers, is looking into high-seated 
chairs which will be funded by the 
Patients Forum 

 Mark out parking bays in parking lot at 
RG to prevent abuse of space.  
Disabled parking bay, preferably x 2 
required.  

This is already being factored into the 
plan for the extension at Roman Gate. 
  
June 2018.  

 Can you please fix a hook to the inside 
of the ground floor toilet door so that 
ladies do not have to put their bags and 
umbrellas on the floor.  This is a 
hygiene issue 

This has been passed on to the 
Practice Manager.  

   

CHARLES HICKS   

 A request to put the Travel Risk 
Assessment Form online, to save an 
extra trip to the clinic, and then later to 
allow patients to submit a filled out form 
online.   

It is felt that these forms take up a 
disproportionate amount of staff 
time.  Many practices are now only 
doing the standard vaccinations, and 
for other vaccinations patients are 
directed to private clinics.  It is 
possible that the Hicks Group 
Practice will do the same in the 
future.  
 
Awaiting a reply re putting the form 
online. 

 A complaint that there is a “strong dirty Awaiting reply. 



person smell” when entering the waiting 
room which has been mentioned before. 

 A request for the blood pressure 
monitor to be in a more private area. 

This is now in the small room next to 
Reception.  

 A request for monitoring and checking 
on the continued use and level of 
medication used on a permanent basis. 
 

The practice is obliged to work with 
the Medicines Management Team 
from the CCG in saving money where 
possible.  The patient should have an 
annual review in which he or she can 
discuss medication with the GP. 

 There have been several complaints 
about the chairs being uncomfortable.  

These have been co-funded by the 
Patients Forum and sourced by the 
previous Practice Manager.  
Unfortunately they will have to 
remain in place as there are no funds 
available to replace them.  

 I like the newsletter.  It is very 
informative.  Please give more details of 
the commitment required of volunteers. 

You can join the Patients Forum as a 
virtual member or a fully participating 
member.  If the latter, the main 
requirement is to attend the 6 
meetings per annum (the third 
Tuesday of every other month, 
starting in January).  The meetings 
are from 7pm to 9pm.  There are sub-
groups within the Patients Forum 
which you can join, within which you 
can participate to a lesser or greater 
extent.    These are: Communications 
(PF website, newsletter, recruitment, 
advertising, etc), Fund-Raising, 
Events (mainly health), and Books.  If 
you do not wish to attend meetings, 
you can join as a virtual member.  
You will need to supply your name, 
address, phone number and email 
address, the latter being essential. 
You will be able to give your opinions 
and you may be contacted once or 
twice a year for your opinion, in the 
form of a questionnaire.  

 A request for the soap dispenser in the 
toilet to be filled. 

The cleaner will be told to do this. 

 Somewhere to lock bikes up would be 
very helpful. There is no secure place. 

There are places at both surgeries 
where bikes can be locked up.   

 The sensitive, compassionate, 
confidential booth is really good in CH 

We are pleased with this result. 

 We need more than one doctor with 
specialist skills (e.g. coil fitting) 
 

If you get onto the Patient’s Forum 
website:  
www.hickspatientsforum.uk 
you will find the doctors’ specialisms 
under “About the Practice” and then 
“Who’s Who”.    

   

FREQUENTLY MADE 
COMMENTS 

  

RG 23 requests were received over 
several months for the music to be 
changed from classical to pop or 
vice versa. 

The staff do their best to vary the 
music and to cover all tastes. 

 RG Numerous complaints about the 
phone system: 
 
1. I cannot get through to reception 
2. I don’t know if I have got through. 
3. There is clicking. 
4. I don’t know if I am still on the line. 
5. I wait for a long time but don’t get 
through. 
6. The double ring tone when 

There will be a reply to this on the 
noticeboards in the surgeries.  
 
To reduce the sheer volume of calls 
received first thing in the morning the 
following suggestions are offered: 
 
1. Telephone later in the day if 
possible. 
 

http://www.hickspatientsforum.uk/


awaiting a response sounds engaged 
and there is no indication that one is 
in a holding situation. 
7. The telephone queueing system is 
confusing.  When kept waiting one 
hears intermittent beeps that sound 
like an engaged tone.  I have hung up 
often thinking I’ve been cut off.  I 
suggest that when a patient is kept 
waiting you play music. 
8. You can be 1 hour in getting an 
answer in the morning, and when 
you do answer there is no 
appointment available. 
9. There is no ring tone.  
10. Your telephone system needs 
updating.  
11. I had to come to the surgery twice 
to make an appointment as I couldn’t 
get a reply from 1 or 4 during the 
morning.  
 

 
2. Register for online access to 
appointments. Same day 
appointments are also available 
online.  An information sheet will 
shortly be available in the surgeries, 
entitled “How to Register for Online 
Access to Appointments”.  
 
3.  The information sheet is now 
available on the Patients Forum 
noticeboard. 
 
With the new phone system installed 
in 2017, there are now very few 
complaints.  

RG Complaints about the uncomfortable 
seats upstairs. Cushions have been 
suggested. 
 
 

The cushions which were upstairs 
have had to be taken away as they 
are no longer acceptable for cross-
infection reasons under Health & 
Safety Regulations. The practice is 
looking into wipe-clean vinyl 
cushions for a. comfort and b. 
hygiene purposes. 
 
There are now no plans for changes 
to the seats upstairs; as a result of   
increased patient numbers, overall 
structural changes are to be made to 
the Roman Gate building.  

RG & CH Many requests for water dispensers 
in reception 
 
  
 
 

The initial costs and running costs 
would be too high for our current 
budget. Patients can bring their own 
water to drink.  Water will be given to 
a patient if asked for. 

RG It is still difficult to get through in the 
mornings. 

You can book appointments, order 
repeat medications and view your 
results online. When you next pass 
the surgery please bring with you a 
photo ID and the receptionists can 
help you to register for online 
booking. Many working patients find 
this extremely useful. 

RG Make appointments easier to get, i.e. 
late appointments for people 
working.   

If you need to see a doctor in the 
evening we open late on alternate 
Monday and Thursday evenings at 
our Charles Hicks Centre in 
Huntingdon, and at the Roman Gate 
Surgery in Godmanchester.  Contact 
your respective surgery to see which 
evening they will be open.   

RG & CH Complaints from CH & RG about long 
waits, e.g. 30/40 minutes. Requests 
that patients are told when this 
happens. Staff should also text 
patients to let them know that a 
doctor is running late. 
 

There are times when the doctor is 
late and then catches up; also 
receptionists cannot say how long 
the doctors are going to be unless 
they contact them. At both surgeries 
the check-in lets patients know how 
many there are ahead of them. A 
poster on the noticeboards at both 
surgeries tells patients to inform the 
receptionist after a 20-minute wait, 
from the appointment time, that they 
are still waiting. The receptionist will 



then try to contact the doctor. 
 
Patients should be aware, however, 
that they themselves, may have an 
appointment with a professional at 
some point where they need more 
time.    

RG Make more pre-bookable 
appointments available. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

As the major demand for 
appointments is for ‘same day 
appointments’ this is where the 
majority of appointments are.  
However, the practice accepts that 
this system, for a variety of reasons, 
does not suit everyone.  For this 
reason there are a certain number of 
appointments that it is possible to 
pre-book, on most days, up to two 
weeks in advance, and if you require 
to pre-book, then please inform the 
receptionist.  But please accept that 
once the daily quota of pre-bookable 
appointments have gone, you will 
have to try for another day, or 
telephone on the day you wish to be 
seen. 
 
There are now more DNAs (Did Not 
Attend) from patients with pre-
bookable appointments than other 
appointments.  The practice now has 
more telephone appointments, so if a 
patient cannot get a pre-bookable 
appointment within a certain time 
period, he or she can ask for a 
telephone appointment. 
 

   

 


